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The manufacturing industry is facing the impact of a dynamic market and intensive competition. Many companies are

looking for a  new approach to improve their business activities in a  collaborat ive business ecosystem with other

stakeholders. Cloud computing enables the sharing of manufacturing resources and capabilities between different

stakeholders to support business and physical production. The purpose of this research is to explore approaches

moving towards a  cloud manufacturing ecosystem and present possible implications for practice. To fulfil the research

objectives, a  multiple-case study was conducted within sheet metal manufacturing companies. Business and

technology related requirements for cloud-based collaborative manufacturing porta ls were collected through

interviews with industrial practitioners from the sheet metal manufacturing perspective. Based on analysis a  prototype

model of a  CloudEcosystem was presented to demonstrate the essential features of the portals. This research found

that there are three different porta l types for cloud manufacturing ecosystems depending on the value chain

configuration. Close to real-time information provided by cloud-based platforms can create manufacturing ecosystems

where machine owners, product designers and customers may collaborate and compete  simultaneously. The



CloudEcosystem designed in this research can provide a  practical tool and technical solution to help manufacturers

think about moving towards cloud manufacturing ecosystems.

Ecosystems, web porta l, cloud platform, business collaboration, cloud manufacturing.

1. Introduction

The business ecosystem, originating from the metaphor of the natural ecosystem, offers a niche for various business

participants to collaborate, be connected in a  sophisticated relationship, and be able to compete in a dynamic business

environment [1, 2]. In the manufacturing industry, companies

requirements, dynamic business competition - small lot sizes and short product life-cycles, and multiple advanced

technologies.

New digital infrastructure and platforms are catalysts for the fourth industrial revolution in the manufacturing industry,

namely Industry 4.0 [3]. Advances in cloud computing, the Internet of Things (IoTs), blockchains [4, 5, 6], additive

manufacturing [7, 8, 9] and other emerging technologies improve productivity, produce better operating performance,

and increase profits. The integration of new technologies has helped to create new ecosystems for manufacturing.

These manufacturing ecosystems have more autonomic and smart features in connection, collaboration and

competition [10, 11]. Cloud manufacturing is a paradigm that provides an operating framework to enable effective

decentralized service control and management. It transforms manufacturing resources (both hardware and software)

and capabilities (i.e., the performance of production and manufacturing) into the cloud as manufacturing services

among different stakeholders [12, 13, 14, 15].

Although manufacturing ecosystems [4, 16, 17] and cloud manufacturing have been proposed in previous studies [5,

18, 19], it is still challenging for manufacturers to understand the practical approaches of adopting advanced

technologies and collaborating with other participants in the manufacturing ecosystem. Manufacturers need to have

knowledge of how and when to collabora te across organizational and geographic boundaries, and then maximize their



business value [20]. Besides all these business requirements, it is a lso vital to integrate fragmented business

intelligence by using an all-in-one solution.

From an academic point of view, a  comprehensive analysis of processes and frameworks that would enable

collaborative solutions across the manufacturing ecosystem by adopting cloud-based technologies is still lacking.

Therefore, in order to deal with this research gap, the authors intend to develop a  theory of cloud manufacturing

ecosystems and identify the best practices for managing relationships and information within the ecosystem. By

comparing with different recent developments and analysing the theoretical background, this research addresses the

how do manufacturers collaborate in a business ecosystem by using different cloud-based

portals?

among different participants and suggests the implementation of different porta l types in order to realise the cloud

manufacturing ecosystem.

To address the challenges of a  dynamic market in the manufacturing industry, companies share their resources and

assets within the ecosystem and leverage their capabilities with others. Thus, ecosystems enable companies to achieve

leveraged business growth and business expansion together. This cloud manufacturing ecosystem is promising in

terms of achieving a business flexible and geographic distributed network to support the dynamic behaviour of

manufacturing industry, establishing effective collaboration to manage the stakeholders, and enabling a move creative

way to manage interactions among all stakeholders. This cloud manufacturing can make sure that different partners

can create va lue and perform physical production together even their business objectives, orientations, and locations

are differently.

This research contributes to manufacturing industry in the following aspects. First, it presents a cloud manufacturing

ecosystem based on the connection between customers, manufacturers, brokers, designers and IT solution providers

within the manufacturing environment. This new approach is more flexible in supporting collaboration than the

traditional business approach because different parties bring an increasingly diverse set of capabilities to the ecosystem

and community. Second, it provides a  framework for describing different portal types for cloud manufacturing

ecosystems. It includes different scenarios and uses cases of collaboration. Third, it proposes a prototype of cloud



manufacturing ecosystem design, namely CloudEcosystem. Fourth, in order to verify the proposed implementation, a

pilot is designed to demonstrate some features of the prototype. This prototype was implemented with three case

companies, one machine builder, and two machine operating companies. In addition, individual product designers

were included as well. This pilot covered examples: (1) steel parts for decorative items, architectural panels, (2) custom

made steel parts for roofs. Implementation of CloudEcosystem can achieve better control over business activities with

both customers and other partners, enhancing collaboration and customer experience. This research is of interest not

only to manufacturing companies that are interested in the best practice of cloud manufacturing ecosystems, but also

to technology providers that deliver the foundation for collaboration in manufacturing ecosystems.

This paper is an extension of work initia lly presented in the International Conference on Industrial Engineering and

Operations Management 2017 -based manufacturing ecosystem-  [21]. The

paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a  review of pervious related studies. Section 3 presents the research

method and proposes the concept of cloud manufacturing ecosystem. Section 4 describes a  prototype and also an

example of the implementation involved in a  manufacturing company. The architecture, technical implementation,

and data  management mechanism are also presented in this section. Finally, in Section 5 the implications of the study

are presented, and in Section 6 the conclusion and possible further research are summarized.

2. Theoretical background

Recently, collaborative business models have come in a  variety of forms in the manufacturing industry. Many

companies have integrated advanced technologies with their business and production for a  stronger manufacturing

organization and also for a  broader manufacturing ecosystem. Cloud computing and cloud-based services are the

enablers for developing physical production towards on-line real-time systems within the manufacturing ecosystem.

Therefore, a  review of recent developments in these research areas is presented in this section.

2.1 Business ecosystem theory

Because economics and biology have many common features, Rothschild [22] introduced the concept of bionomics

and described the economy as a  business ecosystem with transactions between agents. By drawing an analogy between

biological ecosystems and business ecosystems, the performance of each company is dependen t on the performance



of the whole system [1]. The business ecosystem is a  metaphor that highlights the interdependence of all companies

in the business environment [23]. In the natural ecosystem, each species has its significant role and impact on the

evolution of other species. In this way, they construct a  closely interdependent community. The concept of business

ecosystems have emerged in ICT industry, where marketplaces such as Apple AppStore, Google Play or Azure

Marketplace offer a distribution channel and currency transfer mechanism for thousands of software developers to

offer their solution to end-users [70].

In order to crea te favourable and innovative business environmental conditions, com panies need to develop

ecosystems or clusters with each other [24]. In the business ecosystem, an individual company cannot develop fully

without the same achievement level as others. The companies have different structural properties or attributes, but

they share a  common goal and business purpose in dealing with uncertain business environments [1, 25]. This

relationship among companies could extend the breadth of the individual company, and also create a  more

comprehensive view of cross-industry collaboration among different companies [26].

There are two main structures of business ecosystems. The first is the keystone model, which is dominated by a large

company (or several large companies) that is surrounded by small suppliers. The second model is composed of mainly

SMEs (small and medium sized enterprises) that complement one another and collaborate in a  more dynamic structure

[23, 27]. These two types of ecosystems are supported by internal platforms and external industry platforms,

respectively [2]. Platform development is a  crucial way to manage different stakeholders and deal with turbulent

markets in the business ecosystem [1]. This dynamic element of turbulence can refer to changes in demand, product

mix and product life-cycles as well as in the competition. It is a  significant enabler of the business ecosystem. The

platform is designed to leverage the available information within the entire ecosystem. Moreover, the platform can

facilita te efficient interactions and distribution of responsibilities among participant s [28]. Implementation of the

platforms can help companies to learn about the surrounding ecosystem, and also to understand their position within

this ecosystem [29].

Digitalization with advanced IT tools and a technology-enabled platform has brought a new aspect to business

ecosystems in support of intensive collaboration [3, 30]. This aspect can be referred to as digital business ecosystems



that aim to provide companies with an open and reliable platform to interact with each other [27, 31]. When business

ecosystems and digitalization co-evolve in the concept of digital business ecosystems, they eliminate boundaries

between companies, between humans and machines, between producers and consumers, and between physical

production and digital representation [23, 32].

In the technology industry, the cases of Apple  AppStore and Google  Play stores are famous examples of combining

the development forces from developers and the market with mobile phone users. For instance,

a  well-known and often mentioned reference to a  business ecosystem where a  sizeable central operator offers smaller

agents (i.e., software developers) access to the market, and a platform for mobile phone end-users by using a profit-

sharing scheme, and a  process for financial transactions. Although Apple and Google use different business strategies,

they both provide trusted access and transaction mechanisms for all parties and create innovative services [33]. The

Alibaba Group is a  Chinese online commerce and shopping company. Alibaba enables an integrated services platform

for buyers, sellers, logistics partners, warehouse systems, and financial organizations. It achieves its business mission

by supporting different business activities, such as trading in the marketplace, payment, and logistics [34].

In the transporta tion and logistics service providers industry , autonomous vehicles or ride-share businesses have

emerged to stimulate an innovative and new mobility ecosystem. This business ecosystem coalesces around city

planners, technology and energy players, public transportation providers, regulators, infrastructure and construction

players, insurance companies, and peer-to-peer networks. All the actors collaborate and adapt together to improve and

transform our lives [32].

The above examples reveal how the business ecosystem can provide customers with seamless experiences of products

and services. However, not all business ecosystems are emerging in an organic and evolving way based on the trends.

Some might develop in a more planned manner. For example, Amazon  acts among sellers, buyers,

advertisers, and collaborators. This is a  planned business ecosystem [35].



2.2 Manufacturing ecosystem

Nowadays, customers have become more and more demanding in the manufacturing industry. They are looking for

better services beyond the products. Manufacturing companies offer advanced services that can increase business

ns [28]. It has become a primary challenge and

even a high priority to meet rapidly rising customer expectations.

keep up because most companies are rigid and geographically restricted in their current produ ction networks [36].

Therefore, many manufacturers are looking for a new business model to compete in the new digital environment [37].

For instance, the virtual factory is an objective-oriented collaboration model among SMEs looking for a temporary

business opportunity [38]. Extended enterprise means a model and a dominant enterprise extending its boundaries to

other suppliers [39]. The grid manufacturing business model provides a  pool of distributed and heterogeneous

manufacturing resources [40]. However, these concepts are not comprehensive in terms of information management

and business structure, and they lack central-control systems [19].

A manufacturing ecosystem extends the scope of the supply chain and covers the area of industry evolution [41], and

it can help manufacturers to meet customer needs, enhance flexibility, and seize competitive advantage. The

terminology of manufacturing ecosystems also relates to other concepts, such as networked value chains, holonic

enterprises, virtual enterprises [42], distributed manufacturing [43], non-hierarchical networks [44], smart

manufacturing [45], intelligent manufacturing [46], etc. According to Accenture Strategy research, manufacturers that

use a higher percentage of partnership networks are more likely to have higher productivity, revenue, and profit margin

than those that try to build and own the entire network [36]. Basole et a l. [47] have analysed how companies operate

with each other and what kind of network was the result of dynamic behaviour. In order to address the dynamic nature

of collaboration, a manufacturing ecosystem has to  constantly re-align the relationships among companies and their

strategies and resources [48].

There are different stakeholders in the manufacturing ecosystem, such as suppliers, distributors, logistics partners,

technology providers, policymakers, and even competitors [34]. They play a  significant role in the entire journey of

manufacturing: from innovation, design, production, and distribution, to aftersa les services [36]. All these stakeholders

work together to improve efficiencies and to optimize product and service levels. Besides different stakeholders,



different departments are also tightly integrated into the manufacturing ecosystem. Hao [49] provides a  collaborative

model across different organization levels and information sharing levels. The manufacturing ecosystem includes all

possible aspects of product development and production processes [18]. Due to fast-evolving technologies enabling

information flow and communications, integrated information management can remove the barriers and costly

obstacles between different departments and ensure that all departments can work together in parallel by information

sharing mechanisms within the company.

The collaborative interactions between different partners are challenging in manufacturing ecosystem s. To optimize

their collaborations, it is essential to use ICT (information and communication technology) tools to support the

synchronization of interactions. Rong et al. [50] analyse how all cross-industry stakeholders co-operate and co-evolve

in the IoT business environment through the lens of the business ecosystem. Three different levels of data/product

access by industrial players are identified to classify the IoT-based business ecosystem patterns, namely high-open,

medium-open, and low-open IoT-based business ecosystems.

A famous example in the manufacturing industry is additive manufacturing. In the fast-evolving industry 3D printing

industry, many companies are going beyond merely providing hardware and material solutions, and are developing a

total 3D printing ecosystem [32]. This ecosystem extends the potential of 3D printing by changing the way of thinking

about how each partner can connect and integrate with others, as illustrated in Figure 1.

As additive manufacturing gains momentum, manufacturers will be able to buy digital representations of products

(standard and proprietary) through emerging digital marketplaces and augment them via value -added digital services

to meet specific marketplace needs. Once designs are completed, products can be produced in -house, via  a  contract

manufacturer, or through an ad-hoc 3D printing service. These marketplaces and services will help manufacturers

dramatically reduce costs and time across innovation, design , and production [36]. Figure 1 shows examples and well-

known implementations of new business models based on additive manufacturing. They illustrate a  vision of how the

ecosystem will take shape. For instance, Thingiverse is an online service for different users sharing their designs for

3D printing or laser cutting. 3D Hubs is a private company offering hardware for 3D printing. Shapeways is a  more

comprehensive provider, which includes design, manufacture, and marketplace services for 3D printing. On the other



hand, Ponoko, Autodesk, and OnShape are examples that provide service for industrial purposes, such as a  solutions

for product design and small batch production, and so on.

Figure 1. Illustration of 3D Printing Ecosystem

Similar kinds of structures of control and management in additive manufacturing can take place in traditional

manufacturing. Manufacturers need to consider how to use existing partner networks in unique ways and how to

introduce new partners. Manufacturers can exchange their information with others through different approaches  so

e competences [51].

Based on current research, it has been proven that the future of manufacturing is a  creative partnership network,

namely networked manufacturing, such as outsourcing, and extended enterprise strategies. All the manufacturers share

resources in order to achieve a  business goal together because the goal is beyond the adequate scope and capabilities

of any individual manufacturer. In the coming years, manufacturers across industries will undergo a steady evolution

of this new manufacturing model. This phenomenon is not only applied in OEMs (original equipment manufacturers)

but also to SMEs in the manufacturing industry, as mentioned in the previous section.

Most OEMs are moving towards product standardization to increase efficiency. On the other hand, SMEs are driving

towards innovation and specialization. Depending on different business structures, different business objectives and

different regulations, manufacturers should consider different strategies of colla boration in manufacturing ecosystems.

For instance, Reynolds and Uygun [48] suggest that OEMs need to create a  linkage with other SMEs from the same



region to stimulate innovation in the manufacturing industry because they share common concerns about regional

capabilities (i.e., labour force, supply chain, and infrastructure). It is a lso essential to establish collaboration across

OEMs because they share similar suppliers. An updated supplier programme could improve the process of production

and quality of the product. Razavi et a l.[27] introduce an open environment for SMEs to concentrate on their resources

and capabilities, and in the meanwhile, concatenate their offered services within service chains formulated on an

ecosystem.

The future of manufacturing is ecosystem -driven. Rasmus and McKinney [36] suggest more creative partnerships in

manufacturing ecosystems, such as contract manufacturers for a  variety of value-added services, contract logistics

providers for more flexible packaging and delivery processes, and contract workers for a  flexible workforce. Other

practical examples are maintenance, repair, and operations (MRO) centres for common parts or asset management in

an industry or process type.

Based on previous research and existing cases in the market, the manufacturing ecosystem can be viewed from three

aspects: partners (actors in the ecosystem), businesses (values to the ecosystem), and technologies (enablers of the

ecosystem), as shown in Figure 2.

The partners include big OEMs, SME networks, ICT suppliers, universities and research centres, local public

authorities, individual consultants, customers and citizens working together for promoting and developing

new ideas, new products, new processes, and new markets [52].

The business in ecosystems includes all the services, manufacturing resources, manufacturing capabilities,

and knowledge that support intelligent business activities throughout the entire manufacturing process.

The technologies in ecosystems make up the ICT infrastructure design to support business activities. This

ICT infrastructure ensures that an autonomous business can be interconnected by computer networks and

support the formation of a  coalition in order to achieve flexibility and agility [30].



Figure 2. Stack View of the Ecosystem in Manufacturing Industry

Although the properties of a natural ecosystem contribute as fundamental elements of the business ecosystem, the

business ecosystem possesses more properties than a natural one [53]. The actors are more intelligent in a business

ecosystem, and they are able to plan and predict in advance. The actors aim  at a  high level of achievement and success

rather than pure survival. On the other hand, it is important to emphasise the importance of technological development

in the business ecosystem. Technological convergence and innovation are the keys to driving business ecosystems

[39a]. However, a high level of utilization of technologies in SMEs does not reach the high level of adjustment of

integrated information systems developed for large companies.

Therefore, new technological solutions should be considered to support the relationships and collaboration between

companies. Kress et a l. [29] point out that IT companies are one of the essential new players emerging in the

manufacturing industry. They can offer cloud, big data , mobile computing, cyber-physical systems (CPS), augmented

reality, RFID (radio frequency identification), machine-to-machine communication, and advanced robotics solutions

for manufacturing companies to enhance automation, communication and integration  within the ecosystem. For

example, a  manufacturing control tower is used for production monitoring across a network of different manufacturers,

and engineering collaboration tools used for digita lized design and prototyping.



2.3 Cloud manufacturing

Today, many advanced technologies, such as virtualization, service-oriented architectures (SOA), Industrial Internet

of Things (IIoTs), Internet connectivity, cloud computing, big data, CPS, and other high -performance computing [20,

54, 55] are integrated to support a  paradigm shift of both IT infrastructure and business infrastructure, particularly in

IT efficiency and business agility [3]. These emerging new technologies are converged as an ideal model for the

delivery of collaborative solutions because of their advantages in innovation, mobility, and collaboration [18].

In the manufacturing sector, cloud manufacturing is proposed to utilize an industry-specific vertical cloud [19, 56].

The manufacturing resources, capacities, and the entire manufacturing business are realised on the cloud platform and

provided as a  cloud service, and shared with manufacturing stakeholders [4, 13]. However, cloud manufacturing not

only focuses on providing an integrated cloud framework for converting manufacturing resources into on -demand

networked manufacturing services, but a lso aims at connecting customers with variable needs and manufacturers with

specific resources/capacities to co-create personalized products and individualized services through online social

platforms [57]. This creates a  potential driver for distributed global manufacturing and servitization intelligent

manufacturing.

Cloud manufacturing can be interpreted mainly from two aspects: using cloud-related technologies in the

manufacturing industry, and cloud manufacturing applications and solutions [58]. First, the characteristics of cloud

can realise the virtualization of physical objects related to manufacturing, such as machines, tools, and robots. This

virtualization can enable the machines and components to be processed in virtual space, and also prepared in real

space [59]. Moreover, distributed software architectures based on open interfaces, such as SOA, can enable the use of

distributed computing resources [12]. In the second aspect, cloud manufacturing is described as a  manufacturing

version of the social network that can support business sharing and integrate distributed manufacturing resources [60,

61]. It acts as a  web porta l and provides real-time communication and information exchange. There are three main

types of stakeholders involved, namely operators, demanders, and providers [15]. Operators manage the web porta l

and provide searching and matching algorithms to help the demanders allocate best -fit final products or mature

business services that are categorized and published in this porta l by providers. Three operation modes of resource

utilization are studied in previous research, namely metabolism mode, incubation mode and outsourcing mode [17].



However, suitable products or services are locally provided for demanders. Alibaba, ThomasNet, and GlobalSpec are

good examples of this level of service system. Configuring such porta l solutions through cloud-enabled development

tools can reduce the idea -to-market time.

MaaS (manufacturing as a service) is an extension of cloud services from IaaS (infrastructure as a  service), PaaS

(platform as a service) and SaaS (software as a  service). Several examples of applications can be found in previous

research to demonstrate the concept of MaaS:

Wu et al. [62] propose an online system for selling machine capacity (e.g., 3D printer);

Luo et a l. [63] show how to provide visibility for supply chain collaboration in the cloud;

Helo and Hao [64] demonstrate production planning and scheduling as a service;

Helo et al. [65] illustrate how a cloud-based manufacturing execution system can serve multiple factories;

Shamsuzzoha et a l. [44, 66] present collaborative smart manufacturing for process monitoring and product

delivery.

3. Methodology

Although research on business ecosystems has attracted the attention of researchers in recent years, current literature

still lacks a  concrete understanding of how to achieve and implement collaborative manufacturing ecosystems by

applying advanced technologies, particularly with cloud solutions. The objective of this research is to provide an

empirical exploration of the new business collaboration model, namely cloud manufacturing ecosystem.

3.1 Research approach

Multiple sources of information are used in this research to enhance the results. In order to improve the quality of

research and build a  theory based on existing theory from literature review and practice from case studies, this research

is carried out by the following three steps: selecting the case companies, identifying the interviewees and interview

questions, and analysing data  [50]. The steps conducted with the selected companies were:

(1) Requirements interview

(2) Development of CloudEcosystem software based on requirements

(3) Piloting the system in real environment



(4) Group interview after piloting

For the first step, three case companies were involved in collecting the data. For confidential reasons, C1, C2, and C3

are used as fictional names throughout this report. They were selected for two main reasons: all three companies are

small and medium-sized and involved in the manufacturing ecosystem , particularly in the sheet metal fabrication

industry, and also they are implementing cloud-based platforms to manage their partnerships and production activities.

However, each company is slightly different in terms of their motivation and purpose in adopting the cloud

manufacturing ecosystem. The three case companies play different roles in the cloud manufacturing ecosystem. These

case studies help to build up a comprehensive understanding of different types and activities in the cloud

manufacturing ecosystem, therefore making it possible to analyse and design a  cloud manufacturing ecosystem. Table

1 defines the selection of the case companies.

Table 1 Case selection in the research

Company ID Business area Business purpose of cloud manufacturing ecosystem

C1 Machine builder Managing the globalized supply chain and distributed suppliers

Producing at different sites near customers

C2 Machine operating

company

Outsourcing some activities that are not covered by in-house

competencies.

Collaborating with other companies

C3 Machine operating

company

Supporting both internal and external business activities

Providing professional customer services by outsourcing.

The data collection was performed during 2017 and 2018, and three semi-structured interviews were conducted. Ten

of the interviewees were manufacturing experts from the case companies, and three of them were freelance product

designers. They were asked for their opinions and personal insights into the cloud manufacturing ecosystem and their

business requirements of such cloud manufacturing ecosystem . This is a lso a  requirements collecting procedure which

is normally conducted in software engineering processes. Interview guidelines were prepared to increase the reliability

of the data  collection process and the interviews were recorded and transcribed afterwards. Content analysis was

adopted based on the different case companies and around the central topics of this study. The data collection results



with a  requirement list were sent back to the interviewees for validation. In addition to qualita tive data from the case

studies used as the primary source, secondary data were also collected using academic publications, Internet sources

and corporate materials from both internal and external organizational sources.

For data analysis, manufacturing ecosystem implementation strategies [36] were adopted. This research includes three

main parts. In the first part, different portal types for cloud manufacturing ecosystems are summarized. It is necessary

ration can

activities in the manufacturing ecosystem. The cases can provide empirical evidence for grounded theory building [31]

in the cloud manufacturing ecosystem domain, and they illustrate the requirements for collaborative manufacturing

portals from a practitioner point of view. As an additional evaluation part, a pilot is implemented to demonstrate some

key features of the CloudEcosystem: (1) steel parts for decorative items, architectural panels, and (2) custom made

steel parts for roofs.

In order to check the results of the data  analysis and the defined requirements, a  validation round was performed by

applying adapted axiomatic design principles [67]. Axiomatic design (AD) was initially used for product development

but it has also been applied in software engineering domain [69]. The design parameters (DPs) were selected based

on functional requirements (FP), which were defined based on customer needs (CNs), namely the requirements for

cloud manufacturing ecosystems (presented in Table 2) in this particular study. The design concept of porta l types

would be considered as ideal collaboration models when the independence design parameter completely sa tisfies the

requirements of the ecosystem. As an objective, two axioms should be fulfilled in the design: (A1) independence of

functional requirements interacting with each other, and (A2) information content of the design should be minimized.

In order to understand cloud manufacturing ecosystems, the strategic and technical requirements for collaborative

manufacturing porta ls were collected in interviews. This is also the first step to perform the AD. The respondents also

- high priority, 2 means medium priority, and 3

means do these later. Table 2 outlines the most important and necessary requirements.



Table 2. Requirements for Cloud Manufacturing Ecosystems

ID Requirements Sources Priority

RQ1 Support consistent information and communication among distributed partners C1,C2,C3 1

RQ2 C1,C2 1

RQ3 Support partners in keeping their policies independent while cooperating through

mutually agreed protocols

C1,C2,C3 2

RQ4 Support engineering collaboration and digitized product design activities C3 2

RQ5 Integrate multiple data sources C3 2

RQ6 C3 3

3.2 Research Analysis

By analysing the capabilities of the three case companies, it is interesting to notice that they are active actors and can

fulfil specific tasks in the sheet metal manufacturing ecosystem. The sheet metal manufacturing ecosystem covers the

main the sheet metal production stages, from design to mass production. The focus area is the communication between

these actors during the offering and order fulfilment stages. Material movements and inventory handling related

functionality were not a  concern as companies use ERP systems for these activities.

3.2.1 The conceptual framework design

In order to provide customers with comprehensive services, the ecosystem should include several essential elements,

such as R&D services for design and prototyping, tool design and manufacturing, and demand -based production and

facilities. Different actors are involved and working together to fulfil these tasks, namely distinctive manufacturing

brokers, independent manufacturers, product designers, customers, and IT solution providers.

The centralized control enterprise is named manufacturing broker (and can also be a  factory manager). It is

responsible for collecting customer orders, designing a  process model, describing the manufacturing process and then

assigning appropriate manufacturing companies (in this scenario, they are called partner factories and machine

providers) to accomplish the manufacturing processes. The manufacturing broker is mainly responsible for the order

fulfilment, and also designs all the dynamic cross-organizational manufacturing processes, and a set of existing partner



factories performs the actual tasks in each production step. Each manufacturer can perform different manufacturing

processes according to their own capacities and capabilities.

Product designers are responsible for integrating customer requirements and different product properties together to

make the correct decisions on production. Product designers can reuse patterns and design rules from previous work

and improve upon prior art and the work of others. They can also create new products for the marketplace to be

licensed and used in the future. On the other hand, end customers can also place orders directly to the manufacturing

enterprises with user-created design or customize existing design. They can also compare manufacturability options.

IT solution providers deliver the foundation and solutions for collaboration in the cloud manufacturing ecosystem.

However, providers are not necessarily separate organizations. Manufacturing enterprises ca n act as IT solution

providers as well. Figure 3 summarizes the main actors  groups and the associated high-level use case.

Figure 3. High level of use cases and examples of functionalities

To enable collaboration among all the actors and to help the companies make the right business decision about a

particular opportunity, the cloud manufacturing ecosystem needs four main functional areas: design management,

order management, partner management, and process management. Figure 4 illustrates a  conceptual approach for a

cloud manufacturing ecosystem.



Figure 4. Cloud manufacturing and manufacturing ecosystem portals

In this cloud manufacturing ecosystem, a  key issue is to understand the dynamic of interactions and communications

in the information and operation asymmetry environment. Game theory could be applied as a powerful theoretical tool

for modelling and analysing the interactions among all the participants. In the game theory mechanism, different

agents have different roles and strategies. When the manufacturing brokers assign appropriate partners to specific

manufacturing tasks and processes, they need to consider how to manage and optimize the collaboration activities.

Some partners may have variously competitive and cooperative relationships, depending on their capabilities,

resources, services, and products. The manufacturers are responsible for maintaining and monitoring proper machinery

use. During the interviews, agents and their roles were planned. The potential agents and their roles for this ecosystem



are listed in Table 3. The business decisions are also elaborated associated with each roles. Formal mathematical

modelling related to game theory was not conducted.

Table 3. List of agents and roles.

Agent Roles Primary business decisions Competition

Manufacturing broker Content provider Marketing

Service agreement

Pricing scheme

Manufacturing companies
serving directly to end-
customers

Manufacturing companies Service provider Portal selection

Partner selection

Quality of product

Manufacturing brokers and
other manufacturing
companies

Product designers Service provider Portal selection

Quality of design

Serving end-customers,
manufacturing brokers and
companies, competing with
other product designers

IT solution providers Platform operator Portal development

Portal maintenance

Gatekeeper power to other
portal users

End customers Service consumer Customer

requirements

Pricing scheme

Service agreement

Creating demand for the rest
of the companies. In more
complex situations,
manufacturers may operate
as end customers as well.

3.2.2 Portal types for cloud manufacturing ecosystems

Each case company was analysed based on its role in the manufacturing ecosystem and its cloud -based platform for

its business. The case companies demonstrated how the porta ls could improve their business and their strategies in the

sheet metal manufacturing ecosystem. These portals can help companies move beyond the boundaries of each partner

and communicate through the entire collaboration process. The collaborative manufacturing process will be optimized

by enabling the integration of R&D activities, ordering, factory selection, forecasting, monitoring, and collaboration

during runtime.



C1 is putting effort into its manufacturing facilities management on an international scale. In order to manage

its global operations and expand its market, this porta l includes a  broad range of tools of financial

management, such as business plan and control, and also partner ana lysis.

C2 is outsourcing some manufacturing activities which are beyond its effective scope. Therefore, C2 is

focusing on the outsourcing relationship management and production and operation management. This portal

is integrated with MES (manufacturing execution system), and includes functionalities such as tracking

machine utilization, cutting tool management, machine inspection, and so on.

and supporting external collaboration with other partners and customers. This portal encompasses features

such as the tracking of tasks, amongst others. The customers can access the order information and track the

production process as well.

Based on the case analysis, three main types of portals have been identified to examine the cloud manufacturing

ecosystem. Different focal companies host each type of ecosystem porta l and have different positions in the value

chain. These three porta ls are constructed in the cloud manufacturing ecosystem, as shown in Figure 3:

Type I: Manufacturer-customized porta l (for case C3)

This porta l mainly concentrates on the optimization of the relationship between manufacturer and customers. It

transforms the supply chain into a  dynamic network. This porta l is hosted by a manufacturer and serves its

customers. Generally, no other participants are involved in the transactions. This particular manufacturer has full

control over the value chain. The cloud-based infrastructure is implemented to fulfil the requirements of

automatization and systematization in the communication process. The process is initia ted by placing an order by

the customers. For instance, customers can directly use parametric products, which are licensed designs.

Customers can also upload their own models to get an instant quote. Customers can buy products that have

existing designs or past order history. Product design services are also available for customers when they request

customized products.

Type II: General open manufacturing porta l (for case C2)

This portal provides manufacturing services for multiple participants with different roles. The end-users of this

portal can be customers, manufacturing brokers, or manufacturing companies. In most cases, this porta l is



provided and supported by IT solution providers. However, manufacturing companies and brokers with sufficient

IT capacities can also host this portal. Customers or manufacturing brokers can search for suitable virtualized

manufacturing capabilities and capacities to complete a specific manufacturing task. The search criteria  will be

evaluated by past performance and current price, a mongst others. Technically, the cloud system can support multi-

tenant architecture.

Type III: Machinery provider porta l (for case C1)

In this type of portal, the main participants are manufacturers providing similar machinery but located at different

locations. In most cases, the users are manufacturers who require more machinery capacity. The manufacturers

can offer specific services or capacities around the products/machinery. The services include capacity leasing

services, remote monitoring, maintenance services, remote advisory services, and so on. When a manufacturer is

not able to provide services to the customers in a  certain location, or in case machinery utilization is low, services

and capacity may be leased to other portal members according to smart contracts.

Table 4 summarizes the host, purpose, benefits for host, users, and key functionality for each of the ecosystem portal

types.

Table 4. Porta l types for cloud manufacturing ecosystems

Type I: Manufacturer-

customized portal

Type II: General open

manufacturing portal

Type III: Machine

provider portal

Case Company C3 C2 C1

Host Manufacturing company Manufacturing broker /

Manufacturing company /IT

solution provider

Manufacturing company

Purpose Increase sales by customized

services and selling parametric

product;

Make profit by selling virtual

capacity;

Increase competition by

establishing partnership

Increase capacity utilization by

enabling machine capacity

leasing and fractional

ownership of assets



Simplify customer relationship

by reducing offering and

handling time

Benefits  Keeping company identity and

customization according to the

manufacturer

 Automated price/cost online

calculators

 Cost and time savings with

online CAD/CAM and order

placing mechanisms

 Automated order flow systems

 Possibility to increase customer

basis

 Platform for automated

price/online cost calculator

 Cost and time savings in market

communication

 Automated order flow system

 Possibility to choose from a

variety of manufacturers to make

an order

manufacturing prices

 Providing a marketplace to

connect manufacturers

 Eliminating the idle time of

production and improving

productivity

 Increasing the return on

capital investment of high-tech

machines

Users Customers, product designers Manufacturers who need small

batch production

Machine owners who lack of

machinery capacity or are not

able to provide services

Functionality Offer placement, order handling,

product design

Intelligent pricing, payment

handling, product designs

selling/sharing

Capacity planning,

performance monitoring

3.3 Requirements validation

In order to evaluate the portal types, the design parameters of this porta l types are mapped with the requirements

defined by the interviewees in Table 2. For each selected RQ,

into a  lower level to

describe the business processes and to reflect the real problems of implementing cloud manufacturing ecosystem.

Figure 5 shows the relationships between RQs and DPs separately for evaluation. This mapping and decomposition

process can help researchers to understand the objectives of the whole design. Processing FPs and DPs is an interactive



process. Definition of RFs is driven by objectives of collection requirements, describing each in a  way that users have

common understanding of the short labels and ensuring that Axiom 1 will be fulfilled. This process should help

reducing the complexity of the upstream process. Zig-zag tables and other visualizations can help conducting this, but

in the end the process is iterative.

Figure 5. Evaluation based on fulfilment of RQs that have been satisfied in all design parameters (high level

summary)

Besides the evaluation results based on the AD principles, this research explains how porta ls can facilita te business

activities within cloud manufacturing ecosystems. Thus, the present paper provides both theoretical implications and

managerial implications for the manufacturing industry.

4. Research Findings



These findings mainly focus on providing insights into how the case companies adapted to the cloud manufacturing

ecosystem by implementing portals. The description in the previous section provides a  baseline understanding of the

possibilities of different portals and also the requirements of cloud manufacturing ecosystem implementations. Based

on the feedback from the case companies, the cloud manufacturing ecosystem is complex and hard to predict because

many interdependent actors are involved. They cooperate and compete by sha ring resources and capabilities. Each of

the actors has their own interests, roles and relationships with others. Accordingly, a prototype system is created to

capture and make sense of all the activities in this dynamic ecosystem. Therefore, an accessible and actionable design

and technical implementation of the prototype system is discussed in this section.

4.1 Prototype design

CloudEcosystem is a  prototype of a  portal to support the cloud manufacturing ecosystem in the context of sheet metal

manufacturing. Because the characteristics of each portal type vary, the functionalities and requirements for

implementation are different. However, these three types of portals have some common functionalities, including user

management, asset management, and order management. Similar software components can be used in both

configurations. From the software engineering perspective, different functionalities are needed for different types of

portals. For instance, each manufacturer may have their own customized portal (Type I portal implemented by C3)

and offer functionality for order-fulfilment. On the other hand, a  generic open manufacturing porta l (Type II  porta l

implemented by C2) can query the prices from each factory and offer visibility to the end-customer, not only cost-

wise, but also in terms of production. This architecture running on the cloud platform enables various configurations.

Figure 6 highlights the core features designed for the CloudEcosystem prototype.



Figure 6. The generic functionalities of different types of porta ls

In this cloud manufacturing ecosystem, a  multitenancy structure is implemented. This structure allows tenants who

have a common interest in sharing the same core of data  configuration and functionalities among several server

computers. However, they can still control their manufacturing cloud architecture based on their own needs and can

keep all manufacturer related sensitive data in a  separate loca tion as a standalone instance. Figure 7 determines how

needed elements are linked to different porta l types. This simplified entity-relationship domain model is designed as

the main part and extended part. The left part of the diagram shows the main tables that need to be stored centrally.

The right part includes user-specific elements based on user types and business needs. Each manufacturer maintains

them in the ecosystem case. For example, support for material handling related events are minimal. Each manufacturer

should provide an up to date list of available raw material sheets with pricing. Stock levels and not stored in the porta l

and it is responsibility of the provider to keep the availability information up to date. Movement from manufacturer

to customer is tracked on the portal delivery section. Otherwise stockholding functionality is not implemented.



Figure 7. Example of a  domain model for different porta ls.

4.2 Technical implementation

Although the cloud manufacturing ecosystem is explained at the conceptual level, its practical implementation is still

problematic. It is imperative to have an IT infrastructure to support a ll cloud manufacturing activities and operations

technically. This section describes a  solution for CloudEcosystem architecture.

There are some general requirements to implement the portal to support cloud manufacturing. Firstly, it must provide

timely and consistent information to each actor with different information views. Secondly, it must accommodate

heterogeneities, and at the same time, set up efficient communication among the various actors. Last but not least, it

must be extendable for future needs when there are new demands from actors. According to these general

requirements, the architecture presented in this research can be designed as a component-based architecture with three

layers, as explained in Figure 8. By using the SOA and REST concept, the software components are converted to

services and consumed by different business events. This architectural framework should support the main activities

of the cloud manufacturing ecosystem. It makes use of modern IT to form a cloud manufacturing ecosystem, which

responds agilely to changing market demands.



Figure 8. The components of CloudEcosystem architecture

Because the functionality of the cloud manufacturing ecosystem is comprehensive covering items from product design

to pricing and operations, the porta l structure should be modular. The portal is based on a distributed architecture, and

is constructed of different components from three layers to achieve integration, namely the interaction layer, data

management layer, and process layer:

The interaction layer supports user interaction and communication with external systems. In the interaction layer,

the dashboard is the entry point for users to the porta l. The dashboard can provide a  signal view for all the

partners. All the functionalities of the cloud manufacturing ecosystem are visualized on this dashboard, such as

product model design, model confirmation, factories comparison, etc. The other external systems (e.g. legacy or

ERP systems) will be integrated into this platform through Gateway UI. External systems will deliver valuable

real-time information such as an order from a customer and the current status of production.

The data  management layer provides an internal component communication and data  handling service.  The

primary purpose of data  exchange and message platform is to convert external data  and realise the integration

functionalities. The cloud storage is a central data store and it  supports the virtualization and different types of

data  storage. The use of cloud-based data  storage provides high scalability concerning data  throughput and



storage capacity. In order to achieve data  sharing and integration, STEP standard is adopted to agree on how

data will be reused across the partners [18].

The process layer offers reusable process components to execute the business functionalities. All business

activities are collected and analysed. This layer orchestrates all the interaction in a  cloud manufacturing

ecosystem.

This distributed architecture offers many advantages compared to a  centralized approach. It a llows more components

to integrate more easily and adapt processes quickly as business grows and requirements change. This architecture has

a high degree of scalability and availability because of its easily expandable components and duplicated deployment

approach. For instance, if one component unexpectedly fails, another instance can still perform the task at hand.

4.3 Validation of design - Use case example of CloudEcosystem platform

An example configuration of a porta l is a  case of an innovative and open-source platform for rapid and distributed

manufacturing. This instance of CloudEcosystem platform is hosted by one of the case companies (case company C3).

In this example, a  cloud-based subcontracting platform is introduced to demonstrate laser cutting services in the sheet

metal manufacturing industry, such as (1) steel parts for decorative items, architectural panels, and (2) custom made

steel parts for roofs. The components are made to order according to customer measures, i.e. products are parametric.

By providing all manner of services and content on these platforms, this case company aims to create a  comprehensive

ecosystem in which end customers, product designers, manufacturing engineers and production operators across the

production process can simulate critical and complicated decisions before acting. Moreover, other competitors can

hardly rival but also receive benefits from the ecosystem.

This example portal belongs to type I, according to the identified portals. This manufacturing company acts as both a

service provider that supports design and production and also as a  technology provider that hosts and controls the

platform. By using this manufacturing porta l, the end customer can create and upload models and the laser cutting

design, and then select suitable material, colour, and manufacturer to manufacture the products. This porta l can fulfil

the requirements of on-demand manufacturing in case of decorative steel panels. The following services are provided

across manufacturing processes as follows:



In order to improve the design process and ensure the product models are manufacturable, third-party product

design services and automatic/manual model va lidations services in CAM are both provided. The geometry

and other parameters are available to customers with limited edits. Parametric products such as steel parts for

roofing can be configured on-line by the web user interface. For engineering type of products, such as

architectural decoration panels, a  2D shape file can be imported to online editor and merged with a  panel

product to create a unique instance of a  product.

In order to ensure that best-fitted solutions are selected, customers can quickly generate cost estimation

services that are based on potential features (i.e. delivery time, company, factory, and machine), and compare

possible solutions before actually placing an order. The calculation is based on pre-defined formulas and

values stored in the centralized portal.

In order to provide flexibility to customers, they can receive order confirmations either from the internal

system by using a default setting or from the external production planning system  by using a customized

setting.

In order to increase the transparency and visibility of the supply chain, the status of the order and updated

information about the production can be delivered to customers in real-time and kept in the porta l. An

invoicing service is a lso provided with features of creating and sending invoices, and tracking payments.

Figure 9 shows screenshots of the user interface from the initial prototype version. It includes user authentication,

product model design management (create, upload and edit), and order management.



Figure 9. User interface screenshots of a  manufacturing portal

Different business tasks, transactional services, and communications are supported by different software components

that are implemented by using SOA and SaaS. In this prototype, the software components are executed in a  distributed

environment. Figure 10 illustrates an example of the communication flow between the customer porta l and the service

provider. This information is needed to complete the tasks from a cost estimate request to order completion.

Figure 10. UML sequence diagram of completing an order.



The described use case was implemented with CloudEcosystem  and connected to a C1 company order-fulfilment

process. A designer was introduced for product parameterization possibilities and cost accounting was prepared for

pricing. The system was piloted among the companies from testing various designs and how cost  estimator behaved

all the way to manufacturing a small set of parametric and custom design products. The experimentation showed the

power of the system for automated design and pricing related communication as this part is done in the porta l and it

reduces communication to manufacturer conducting laser cut and bending. Interface built to a  CAM system also

provided an automated transfer of orders to queue. The test implementation did not provide solution for marking the

materials or packaging and shipment. An evaluation interview was conducted after piloting the system . This was done

in a  group where all  roles attended. The main benefits identified for the system were: (1) faster

communication between product OEM and the manufacturer to get an up to date quote, (2) reduced time to handle

order-information, (3) possibility to have parametric designs. The main challenges identified were (1) each ERP and

CAM/MES connection is factory specific, (2) introducing a  large number of parametric products requires product

management, (3) pricing of materials should be kept up to date on a weekly basis. As several manufacturers and

designers would be using the portal, there was a  worry about lot sizes getting smaller and affecting the productive

capacity of lines. Understanding this kind mechanism would need a real market test. Figure 11 shows a sample of

decorative panel manufactured during the piloting.



Figure 11. A sample of decorative panel manufactured during the piloting.

5. Discussion

The manufacturing industry is becoming more and more complicated: progressively extending on a  global scale and

subject to increasing demands from customers. These new requirements stimulate manufacturers to increase their

operational efficiency and flexibility. New digital technologies are being deployed in the manufacturing industry to



enhance transparency and collaboration among manufacturers, and help manufacturers to develop and operate

effectively in a flexible ecosystem. However, current research is still limited regarding how to achieve and implement

manufacturing ecosystems with advanced technologies. Based on qualita tive data  from three sheet metal

manufacturing companies, the findings in this research suggest an approach to implement ing a  cloud manufacturing

ecosystem.

5.1 Theoretical implications

This research is focused on connecting the recent development of two research domains, namely business ecosystems

and cloud manufacturing. The characteristics of cloud computing, such as scalability, flexibility, and being distributed,

can support multitenancy infrastructures in the business ecosystem and its associated functionalities. The additive

manufacturing ecosystem and community in IoT-based sectors are examples in the manufacturing environment. Many

leading industrial solutions in different aspects, i.e. designing, devices, and engineering, have been built on the cloud

to support, boost and expand the 3D printing industry and IoT industry. In order to support other traditional

manufacturing processes such as cutting, milling, and assembly operations, a  similar idea can be borrowed and

implemented.

The concept of cloud manufacturing ecosystems is still new. It describes the multitude of manufacturing participants

with one world, including customers, product designers, IT solution providers, manufacturing brokers, and

manufacturers. It is a lso possible to include other participants who are willing to join a  business ecosystem. In other

words, the ecosystem is a comprehensive collaboration model. Co-evolution, co-creation, and co-delivery are inherent

in the ecosystem. In order to increase the maturity of the ecosystem, it is critical to understand different collaboration

models and different types of porta ls to support collaboration.

5.2 Managerial implications

The present study also provides several managerial implications for manufacturers intending to implement a cloud

manufacturing ecosystem. Three different types of  portal were designed in this research, namely manufactu rer-

customized portal, general open manufacturing portal, and machine provider portal. The porta ls support the essential

requirements of three different types of user groups: customers, designers and manufacturers, respectively. The main

challenges involve handling the interactions among these three user groups in a  universal system. It is important to



provide an effective and automotive coordinating mechanism for complete order fulfilment from product to process

handling. When adopting cloud-

environment, users can share best practices with multi-tenant solutions, from shop floor level assets to management

level entities. The three portal types introduced in this research are possible examples of implementing MaaS. The

case companies improve the performance on a general level and increase flexibility by introducing the cloud

manufacturing ecosystem.

The benefits of cloud manufacturing ecosystems can be considered from two aspects: market -related and

organizational-related. For market reasons, cloud manufacturing ecosystems increase the activities/profit of

collaborative businesses, help to cope with market turbulence, and explore new markets/new products. For

organizational reasons, it increases the management level of manufacturing resources and capabilities from existing

infrastructure. It a lso assists SMEs to enter the market and strengthen their position in supply chains.

6. Conclusions

The manufacturing industry is facing diverse impacts from different aspects, and manufacturing companies need to

develop comprehensive manufacturing ecosystems. There are serval benefits from these future manufacturing

ecosystems, such as the sharing of resources, ease of connecting with partners, and location flexibility. In this research,

a cloud-based manufacturing ecosystem was proposed. Several case studies were analysed in order to illustrate how

manufacturers face the adoption of cloud manufacturing ecosystems. Through interviews with experts in the

manufacturing industry, cloud manufacturing ecosystem requirements related to implementation  were identified. The

CloudEcosystem was designed as a  prototype to demonstrate the functionalities of the ecosystem. Later based on

piloting, the experiences were collected from the participating company personnel. The results are by no means very

comprehensive but give insights what kind items are important in actual implementation process.

A cloud-based manufacturing ecosystem is not completely the same as a  manufacturing ecosystem or cloud

manufacturing. Cloud-based technologies provide more opportunities for a  typica l manufacturing ecosystem in terms

of more natural connection and integration because the cloud-based platform which enables data and message

exchange. Moreover, specialized analytical a lgorithms are available in the cloud to support business optimization. On



the other hand, compared with cloud manufacturing, cloud manufacturing ecosystem s are more comprehensive and

continually bring business opportunities into the industry. Therefore, manufacturing companies not only achieve their

business goals but also expand their business scope. Table 5 shows the comparison of cloud manufacturing and cloud

manufacturing ecosystem terms from different aspects.

Table 5. Comparison of cloud manufacturing and cloud manufacturing ecosystem

Cloud manufacturing Cloud manufacturing ecosystem

Business purpose Efficiency of the current

business operations

Co-evolve capabilities around a new innovation

and collaboration or compete in the marketplace

Distribution channel for manufacturers and

designers

Business scope Marketplaces for suppliers and

customers

Suppliers, customers, product designers, supporting

functions

Business scale Micro: company level  mechanism

for improved efficiency

Macro: industry level  mechanism for competition

Business purposes To solve short-term operational

issues

To fulfil dynamic requirements

in the market, capacity volume,

product mix, life-cycle

To create long-term advantages by using

networks

To dominate the market by using position as a

distribution gateway

Establishing a  large scale ecosystem is a  very challenging task in reality as technology is not the only factor. Trust

and relationship commitment are important for information sharing among manufacturers , but it is difficult to develop

trust in a  centralized framework [4]. Trust is needed among the participants and the technology provider a s

manufacturing portals handle designs, pricing and other manufacturing related IPR. Distributed manufacturing and

digital ecosystems require mechanisms for intellectual property protection and mechanisms to support trust [68].



This paper has outlined for a  framework of building cloud manufacturing ecosystems. T As the case scope only

included three main cases, further study of other cases in the same industry is required to verify the patterns of platform

strategy further. Furthermore, more industries should be tested in order to generalise the findings further. Moreover,

these functionalities should be developed and tested for practical use in rea l environments for all three porta l types.
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